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All the typefaces shown below were inspired by 
the sixteenth-century printing types of Claude 
Garamond, yet each one reflects its own era.  
The lean forms of Garamond 3 appeared during 
the Great Depression, while the inflated x-height 
of ITC Garamond became an icon of the 
flamboyant 1970s.

1930s: Franklin D. Roosevelt, salvador dalí, Duke  

Ellington, Scarface, chicken and waffles, shoulder pads, radio. 

1970s: Richard Nixon, Claes Oldenburg, Van Halen, 

The God father, bell bottoms, guacamole, sitcoms. 

1980s: Margaret Thatcher, barbara kruger, Madonna, 

Blue Velvet, shoulder pads, pasta salad, desktop publishing. 

2000s: Osama Bin Laden, Matthew Barney, the White 

Stripes, The Sopranos, mom jeans, heirloom tomatoes, Twitter. 

18-pt garamond 3, designed by Morris Fuller Benton and Thomas Maitland Cleland for ATF, 1936

18-pt itc garamond, designed by Tony Stan, 1976

18-pt adobe garamond premiere pro medium subhead, designed by Robert Slimbach, 2005

18-pt adobe garamond, designed by Robert Slimbach, 1989

Grapes of Wrath
30-pt garamond 3 30-pt itc garamond

size

garamond in the twentieth century: variations on a theme
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A

headlines are slim, high-strung prima donnas.

subheads are frisky supporting characters.

Text is the everyman of the printed stage.

Captions get heavy to play small roles.
27-pt adobe garamond premiere pro caption 

A type family with optical sizes has different styles 
for different sizes of output. The graphic designer 
selects a style based on context. Optical sizes 
designed for headlines or display tend to have 
delicate, lyrical forms, while styles created for text 
and captions are built with heavier strokes.

27-pt adobe garamond premiere pro display  

27-pt adobe garamond premiere pro regular  

27-pt adobe garamond premiere pro subhead 

8 pt 80 pt

A display or headline style looks 
spindly and weak when set at small 
sizes. Display styles are intended for 
use at 24 pts. and larger.

In the era of metal type, type designers created a different 
punch for each size of type, adjusting its weight, spacing, and 
other features. Each size required a unique typeface design.

When the type design process became automated in 
the nineteenth century, many typefounders 
economized by simply enlarging or reducing a base 
design to generate different sizes.
 

This mechanized approach to type sizes 
became the norm for photo and digital type 
production. When a text-sized letterform is 
enlarged to poster-sized proportions, its thin 
features become too heavy (and vice versa).
adobe garamond premiere pro caption 

adobe garamond premiere pro display  

adobe garamond premiere pro regular  

Basic Text styles are designed 
for sizes ranging from 9 to 14 
pts. Their features are strong 
and meaty but not too assertive.

Caption styles are built with 
the heaviest stroke weight. 
They are designed for sizes 
ranging from 6 to 8 pts.

optical sizes

10 pt 

No Job Too Small

48-pt bodoni 8-pt bodoni

type crime
Some typefaces that work well 

at large sizes look too fragile 
when reduced.

A
A

size is relative to context













type families

In the sixteeenth century, printers began 
organizing roman and italic typefaces into 
matched families. The concept was formalized  
in the early twentieth century. 

The roman form is the core or spine from which a family of typefaces derives.

Italic letters, which are based on cursive writing, have forms distinct from roman.  

         the lowercase -.

Bold (and semibold) typefaces are used for emphasis within a hierarchy.

Bold (and semibold) typefaces each need to include an italic version, too.

adobe garamond pro regular

adobe garamond pro italic

adobe garamond pro regular (all small caps)

adobe garamond pro bold and semibold

adobe garamond pro bold and semibold italic 

The roman form, also called plain or regular, is the standard, 
upright version of a typeface. It is typically conceived as the 
parent of a larger family.

The italic form is used to create emphasis. Especially among serif 
faces, it often employs shapes and strokes distinct from its roman 
counterpart. Note the differences between the roman and italic a.

Small caps (capitals) are designed to integrate with a line of text, 
where full-size capitals would stand out awkwardly. Small capitals 
are slightly taller than the x-height of lowercase letters.

Bold versions of traditional text fonts were added in the twentieth 
century to meet the need for emphatic forms. Sans-serif families 
often include a broad range of weights (thin, bold, black, etc.).

The typeface designer tries to make the two bold versions feel 
similar in comparison to the roman, without making the overall 
form too heavy. The counters need to stay clear and open at 
small sizes. Many designers prefer not to use bold and semi-bold 
versions of traditional typefaces such as Garamond, because 
these weights are alien to the historic families.

Italics are not slanted letters.  
type crime:  

pseudo italics
The wide, ungainly 

forms of these 
mechanically skewed 

letters look forced  
and unnatural.

adobe garamond pro, designed by Robert Slimbach, 1988
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Some italics aren’t slanted at all.  
In the type family Quadraat, the  
italic form is upright.
quadraat, designed by Fred Smeijers, 1992.

true 
italic

anatomy of a type family















A word set in ALL CAPS within running text can look big and bulky, 
and A LONG PASSAGE SET ENTIRELY IN CAPITALS CAN LOOK 
UTTERLY INSANE. Small capitalS are designed to match the x-height 
of lowercase letters. Designers, enamored with the squarish 
proportions of true Small capS, employ them not only within bodies of 
text but for subheads, bylines, invitations, and more. Rather than 
Mixing Small CapS with CapitalS, many designers prefer to use  
all Small capS, creating a clean line with no ascending elements. 
InDesign and other programs allow users to create FALSE SMALL CAPS at 
the press of a button; these SCRAWNY LETTERS look out of place.

capitals and small capitals





















numerals

text set with lining numerals 

What is the cost of War and Peace? The cover price 
of the Modern Library Classics paperback edition is 
$15.00, discounted 32% by Amazon to $10.50. But 
what about the human cost in terms of hours squan-
dered reading a super-sized work of literary fiction? If 
you can read 400 words per minute, double the aver-
age, it will take you 1,476 minutes (24.6 hours) to 
read War and Peace. Devoting just four hours per day 
to the task, you could finish the work in a little over 
six days. If you earn $7.25 per hour (minimum wage 
in the U.S.), the cost of reading War and Peace will be 
$184.50 (€130.4716, £11.9391, or ¥17676.299).

text set with non-lining numerals
 

What is the cost of War and Peace? The cover price 
of the Modern Library Classics paperback edition is 
$15.00, discounted 32% by Amazon to $10.50. But 
what about the human cost in terms of hours squan-
dered reading a super-sized work of literary fiction? If 
you can read 400 words per minute, double the aver-
age, it will take you 1,476 minutes (24.6 hours) to read 
War and Peace. Devoting just four hours per day to 
the task, you could finish the work in a little over six 
days. If you earn $7.25 per hour (minimum wage in 
the U.S.), the cost of reading War and Peace will be 
$184.50 (€130.4716, £11.9391, or ¥17676.299).

adobe garamond pro includes both lining and non-lining 
numerals, allowing designers to choose a style in response to 
the circumstances of the project. The lining numerals appear 
large, because they have the height of capital letters.

Non-lining numerals integrate visually with the text. Different math 
and currency symbols are designed to match the different numeral 
styles. Smaller currency symbols look better with non-lining 
numerals. 
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